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SiInplicity 

Clutter is the disease of American writing. We are a society stran
gling in unnecessary words, circular constructions, pompous frills 
and meaningless jargon. 

Who can understand the clotted language of everyday Ameri
can commerce: the memo,the corporation report, the business 
letter, the notice from the bank explaining its latest "simplified" 
statement? What member of an insurance or medical plan can 
decipher the brochure explaining his costs and benefits? What fa
ther or mother can put together a child's toy from the instructions 
on the box? Our national tendency is to inflate and thereby sound 
important. The airline pilot who announces that he is presently 
anticipating experiencing considerable precipitation wouldn't 
think of saying it may rain. The sentence is too Simple-there 
must be something wrong with it. . 

But the secret of good writing is to strip every sentence to 
its cleane.st components. Every word that serves no function, 
every long word that could be a short word, every· adverb that 
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carries the same meaning that's already in the verb, every passive 
construction that leaves the reader unsure of who is doing 
what-these are the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And tlley usually occur in proportion 
to education and rank. 

During the 1960s the president of my university wrote a letter 
to mollify the alumni after a spell of campus unrest. "You are 
probably aware," he began, "that we have been experiencing very 
considerable potentially explOSive expressions of dissatisfaction 
on issues only partially related." He meant that the students had 
been hassling them about different things. I was far more upset 
by the president's English than by the students' potentially explo
sive expressions of dissatisfaction. I would have preferred the 
presidential approach taken by Franklin D. Roosevelt when he 
tried to convert into English his own government's memos, such 
as this blackout order of 1942: 

Such preparations shall be made as will completely ob
scure all Federal buildings and non-Federal buildings occu
pied by the Federal government during an air raid for any 
period of time from visibility by reason of internal or external 
illumination. 

"Tell them," Roosevelt said, "tllat in buildings where they 
have to keep the work going to put sometlling across the win
dows." 

Simplify, simplify. Thoreau said it, as we are so often re
minded, and no American writer more consistently practiced 
what he preached. Open Walden to any page and you will find a 
man saying in a plain and orderly way what is on his mind: 

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to 
front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn 
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what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that 
I had not lived. 

How can the rest of us achieve such enviable freedom from 
clutter? The answer is to clear our heads of clutter. Clear thinking 
becomes clear writing; one can't exist without'the other. It's im
possible for a muddy thinker to write good English. He may get 
away with it for a paragraph or two, but soon the reader will be 
lost, and there's no sin so grave, for the reader will not easily be 
lured back. 

Who is this elusive creature, the reader? The reader is some
one with an attention span of about 30 seconds-a person as
sailed by many forces competing for attention. At one time those 
forces were relatively few: newspapers, magazines, radio, spouse, 
children, pets. Today they also include a galaxy of electronic de
vices for receiving entertainment and information-television, 
VCRs, DVDs, CDs, video games, the Internet, e-mail, cell phones, 
BlackBerries, iPods-as well as a fitness program, a pool, a lawn 
and that most potent of competitors, sleep. The man or woman 
snoozing in a chair with a magazine or a book is aperson who was 
being given too much unnecessary trouble by the writer. 

It won't do to say that the reader is too dumb or too lazy to keep 
pace with the train of thought. If the reader is lost, it's usually be
cause the writer hasn't been careful enough. That carelessness can 
take any number of forms. Perhaps a sentence is so excessively 
cluttered that the reader, hacking through the verbiage, simply 
doesn't know what it means. Perhaps a sentence has been so shod
dily constructed that the reader could read it in several ways. Per
haps the writer has switched pronouns in 'midsentence, or has 
switched tenses, so the reader loses track of who is talking or when . 
the action took place. Perhaps Sentence B is not a logical sequel to 
Sentence A; the writer, in whose head the connection is clear, 
hasn't bothered to provide the missing link. Perhaps the writer has 
used a word incorrectly by not taking the trouble to look it up. 
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Faced with such obstacles, readers are at first tenacious. They 
blame themselves-they obviously missed something, and they 
go back .ov~r tI:e mystifying sentence, or over the whole para
graph, pIecmg It out like an ancient rune, making guesses and 
moving on. But they won't do that for long. The writer is making 
them work too hard, and they will look for one who is better at 
the craft. 

Writers must therefore constantly ask: what am I trying to say? 
Surprisingly often they don't know. Then they must look at what 
they have written and ask: have I said it? Is it clear to someone 
encountering the subject for the first time? If it's not, some fuzz 
has worked its way into the machinery. The clear writer is some
one clearheaded enough to see this stuff for what it is: fuzz. 

I don't mean that some people are born clearheaded and are 
~erefore natural writers, whereas others are naturally fuzzy and 
will never write well. Thinking clearly is a conscious act that writ
ers must .force on· the~selves, as if they were working on any 
other project that reqUITes lOgiC: making a shopping list or doing 
an algebra problem. Good writing doesn't come naturally, though 
most people seem to think it does. Professional writers are con
~tantly bearded by people who say they'd like to "try a little writ
mg sometime"-meaning when they retire from their real 
profession, like insurance or real estate, which is hard. Or they 
say, "I could write a book about that." I doubt it. 

Writing is hard work. A clear sentence is no accident. Very few 
sentences come out right the first time, or even the third time. 
Remember this in moments of despair. If you find that writing is 
hard, it's because it is hard. . 
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Two pages of the final manuscript of this chapter from the First Edition 
of On Wri~ing Well. Although t?ey look like a first draft, they had already 
~een re~tten and retyped-'-like almost every other page-four or five 
times. WIth each rewrite I try to make what I have written tighter, 
stronger and more precise, eliminating every element that's not doing 
useful work. Then I go over it once more, reading it aloud, and am always 
amazed at how much clutter can still be cut. (In later editions I elimi
nated the sexist pronoun "he" denoting "the writer" and "the reader.") 
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Clutter 

Fighting clutter is like fighting weeds-the writer is always 
slighdy behind. New varieties sprout overnight, and by noon they 
are part of American speech. Consider what President Nixon's 
aide John Dean accomplished in just one day of testimony on 
television during the Watergate hearings. The next day everyone 
in America was saying "at this point in time" instead of "now." . 

Consider all the prepositions that are draped onto verbs that 
don't need any help: We no longer head committees. We head 
them up. We don't face problems anymore. We face up to them 
when we can free up a few minutes. A small detail, you may say- . 
not worth bothering about. It is worth bothering about. Writing 
improves in direct ratio to the number of things we can keep out 
of it that shouldn't be there. "Up" in "free up" shouldn't be there. 
Examine every word you put on paper. You'll find a surprising 
number that don't serve any purpose. 

Take the adjective "personal," as in "a personal friend of 
mine," "his personal feeling" or "her personal physician." It's typi
cal of hundreds of words that can be eliminated. The personal 
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friend has come into the language to distinguish him or her from 
th~ business friend, thereby debasing both language and friend
ship. ,?~~eone's feeling is that person's personal feeling-that's 
what his means. As for the personal physician, that's the man or 
woman summoned to the dressing room of a stricken actress so 
she won't have to be treated by the impersonal physician asSigned . 
to the theater. Someday 1'd like to see thaf person identified as 
"her doctor." PhYSicians are physiCians, friends are friends. The 
rest is clutter. 

Clutter is the laborious phrase that has pushed out the short 
word th~t means the same thing. Even before John Dean, people 
and b~s~,esses had stopped saying "now." They were saying "cur
rendy (all our operators are currendy assisting other cus
tomers"), or "at the present time," or "presendy" (which means 
"soon"). Yet thejdea can always be expressed by "now" to mean 
the immedi~te ~oment ("Now I can see him"), or by "today" to 
mean the histOrIcal present ("Today prices are high"), or Simply 
by the verb "to be" ("It is raining"). There's no need to say, "At the 
present time we are experiencing precipitation." 
. "~xperi~ncing" is one of the worst clutterers. Even your den

tist will ask if you are experiencing any pain. If he had his own kid 
in the chair he would say, "Does it hurt?" He would, in short be 
himself. By using a more pompous phrase in his professional ~ole 
he not only sounds more important; he blunts the painful edge of 
truth. It's the language of the Hight attendant demonstrating the 
oxygen mask that will drop down if the plane should run out of 
air. "In the unlikely possibility that the aircraft should experience 
such an eventuality," she begins-a phrase so oxygen-depriving in 
itself that we are prepared for any disaster. 

Clutter is the ponderous euphemism that turns a slum into a 
depressed socioeconomic area, garbage collectors into wa.:,te
disposal personnel and the town dump into the volume reduction 
~t. I think of Bill Mauldin's cartoon of two hoboes riding a 
freight car. One of them says, "I started as a simple bum, but now 
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I'm hard-core unemployed." Clutter is political correctness gone 
amok. I saw an ad for a boys' camp designed to provide "individ
ual attention for the minimally exceptional." 

Clutter is the official language used by corporations to hide 
their mistakes. When the Digital Equipment Corporation elimi
nated 3,000 jobs its statement didn't mention layoffs; those were 
"involuntary methodologies." When an Air Force missile crashed, 
it "impacted with the.ground prematurely." When General Motors 
had a plant shutdown, that was a "volume-related production
schedule adjustment." Companies that go belly-up have "a nega
tive cash-flow position." 

Clutter is the language of the Pentagon calling an invasion a 
"reinforced protective reaction strike" and justifying its vast bud
gets on the need for "counterforce deterrence." As George Orwell 
pointed out in "Politics and the English Language," an essay writ~ 
ten in 1946 but often cited during the wars in Cambodia, Vietnam 
and Iraq, "political speech and writing are largely the defense of 
the indefensible .... Thus political language has to consist largely 
of euphemism, question-begging and sheer cloudy vagueness." 
Orwell's warning that clutter is not just a nuisance but a deadly 
tool has come true ill the recent decades of American military ad
venturism. It was during George W Bush's preSidency that "civil-
ian casualties" in Iraq became "collateral damage." . 

Verbal camouflage reached new heights during General 
Alexander Haig's tenure as President Reagan's secretary of state. 
Before Haig nobody had thought of saying "at this juncture of 
maturization" to mean "now." He told the American people that 
terrorism could be fought with "meaningful sanctionary teeth" 
and that intermediate nuclear missiles were "at the vortex of cru
ciality." As for any worries that the public might harbor, his mes
sage was "leave it to Al," though what he actually said was: 'We 
must push this to a lower decibel of public fixation. I don't think 
there's much of a learning curve to be achieved in this area of 
content." 
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I could go on quoting examples from various fields-every 
profeSSion has its growing arsenal of jargon to throw dust in the 
eyes of the populace. But the list would be tedious. The point of 
raising it now is to serve notice that clutter is the enemy. Beware, 
then, of the long word that's no better than the short word: "assis
tance" (help), "numerous" (many), "facilitate" (ease), "individual" 
(man or woman), "remainder" (rest), "initial" (first), "implement" 
(do), "suffiCient" (enough), "attempt" (try), "referred to as" (called) 
and hundreds more. Beware of all the slippery new fad words: 
paradigm and parameter, prioritize and potentialize. They are all 
weeds that will smother what you write. Don't dialogue with 
someone you can talk to. Don't interface with anybody. 

Just as insidious are all the word clusters with which we ex
plain how we propose to go about our explaining: "I might add," 
"It should be pointed out," "It is interesting to note." If you might 
add, add it. If it should be pointed out, point it out. If it is inter
esting to note, make it interesting; are we not all stupefied by 
what follows when someone says, "This will interest you"? Don't 
inflate what needs no inflating: "with the possible exception of" 
(except), "due to the fact that" (because), "he totally lacked the 
ability to" (he couldn't), "until such time as" (until), "for the pur
pose of" (for). 

Is· there any way to recognize clutter at a glance? Here's a de
vice my students at Yale found helpful. I would put brackets 
around every component .in a piece of writing that wasn't doing 
useful work. Often just one word got bracketed: the unnecessary 
preposition appended to a verb ("order up"), or the adverb that 
carries the same meaning as the verb ("smile happily"), or the ad
jective that states a known fact ("tall skyscraper"). Often my 
brackets surrounded the little qualifiers that weaken any sen
tence they inhabit ("a bit," "sort of"), or phrases like "in a sense," 
which don't mean anything. Sometimes my brack<;lts surrounded 
an entire sentence-the one that essentially repeats what the 
previous sentence said, or that says something readers don't need 
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to know or can figure out for themselves. Most first drafts can be 
cut by 50 percent without losing ?llY information or lOSing the au
thor's voice. 

My reason for bracketing the students' superfluous words, in
stead of crossing them out, was to avoid violating their sacred 
prose. I wanted to leave the sentence intact for them to analyze. I 
was saying, "I may be wrong, but I think this can be deleted and 
the meaning won't be affected. But you decide. Read the sen
tence without the bracketed material and see if it works." In the 
early weeks of the term I handed back papers that were fes
tooned with brackets. Entire paragraphs were bracketed. But 
soon the students' learned to put mental brackets around their 
own clutter, and by the end of the term their papers were almost 
clean. Today many of those students are professional writers, and 
they tell me, "I still see your brackets-they're following me 
through life.'" 

You can develop the same eye. Look for the clutter in your 
writing and prune it ruthlessly. Be grateful for everything you can 
throwaway. Reexamine each sentence you put on paper. Is every 
word doing new work? Can any thought be expressed with more 
economy? Is anything pompous or pretentious or faddish? Are 
you hanging on to something useless just because you think it's 
beautiful? 

Simplify, simplify. 

4 

Style 

So much for early warnings about the bloated monsters that lie in 
ambush for the writer trying to put together a clean English sen
tence. 

"But," you may say, "if I eliminate everything you think is clut
ter and if I strip every sentence to its barest bones, will there be 
anything left of me?" The question is a fair one; simplicity carried 
to an extreme might seem to point to a style little more sophisti
cated than "Dick likes Jane" and "See Spot run." 

I'll answer the question first on the level of carpentry. Then 
I'll get to the larger issue of who the writer is and how to preserve 
his or her identity. 

Few people realize how badly they write. Nobody has shown 
. them how much excess or murkiness has crept into their style and 
how it obstructs what they are trying to say. If you give me an· 
eight-page article and I tell you to cut it to four pages, you'll howl 
and say it can't be done. Then you'll go home and do it, and it will 
be much better. Mter that comes the hard part: cutting it to 
three. 
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The point is that you have to strip your writing down before 
you can build it back up. You must mow what the essential tools 
are and what job they were designed to do. Extending the meta
phor of carpentry, it's first necessary to be able to saw wood 
neatly and to drive nails. Later you can bevel the edges or add el
egant finials, if that's your taste. But you can ~ever. fo~get that you 
are practicing a craft tllat's based on certam prrocIples. If the 
nails are weak, your house will collapse. If your verbs are weak 
and your syntax is rickety, your sentences will fall apart. 

I'll admit that certain nonfiction writers, like Tom Wolfe and 
Norman Mailer, have built some remarkable houses. But these 
are writers who spent years learning their craft, and when at last 
they raised their fanciful turrets and hanging gardens,to the sur
prise of all of us who never dreamed of such ornamentation, 
they mew what they were doing. Nobody becomes Tom Wolfe 
overnight, not even Tom Wolfe. . . 

First, then, learn to hammer the nails, and if what you build IS 
sturdy and serviceable, take satisfaction in its plain strength. 

But you will be impatient to find a "style"-to embellish ~e 
plain words so that readers will recognize you as so~eo~e specI~. 
You will reach for gaudy similes and tinseled adjectives, as if 
"style" were something you could buy at the style store and drape 
onto your words in bright decorator colors. (Decorator colors ru:e 
the colors that decorators come in.) There is no style store; style IS 
organic to the person doing the writing, as much a part of ~ as 
his hair, or, if he is bald, his lack of it. Trying to add style IS like 
adding a toupee. At first glance the formerly bald man looks 
young and even handsome. But at second glance~and wi~ a 
toupee there's always a second glance-he doesn t look qUlte 
right. The problem is not that he do~sn't loo~ w~ll groome~; ~e 
does, and we can only admire the WIgmaker s skill. The porot IS 
that he doesn't look like himself. 

This is the problem of writers who set out deliberately t~ gar
nish their prose. You lose whatever it is that makes you umque. 
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The reader will notice if you are putting on airs. Readers want the 
person who is talking to them to sound genuine. Therefore a fun
damental rule is: be yourself. 

No rule, however, is harder to follow. It requires writers to do 
two things that by their metabolism are impossible. They must 
relax, and they must have confidence. 

Telling a writer to relax is like telling a man to relax while be
ing examined for a hernia, and as for confidence, see how sti££ly 
he sits, glaring at the screen that awaits his words. See how often 
he gets up to look for something to eat or drink. A writer will do 
anything to avoid the act of writing. I can testif)r from my news
paper days that the number of trips to the water cooler per 
reporter-hour far exceeds the bodis need for fluids. 

What can be done to put the writer out of these miseries? Un
fortunately, no cure has been found. I can only offer the consol
ing thought that you are not alone. Some days will go better than 
others. Some will go so badly that you'll despair of ever writing 
again. We have all had many of those days and will have many 
more. 

Still, it would be nice to keep the bad days to ~ minimum, 
which brings me back to the problem of trying to relax. 

Assume that you are the writer sitting down to write. You 
think your article must be of a certain length or it won't seem im
portant. You think how august it will look in print. You think of all 
the people who will read it. You think that it must have the solid 
weight of authority. You think that its style must dazzle. No won
der you tighten; you are so busy thinking of your awesome re
sponsibility to the finished article that you can't even start. Yet 
you vow to be worthy of the task, and, casting about for grand 
phrases that wouldn't occur to you if you weren't trying so hard to 
make an impression, you plunge in. 

,Paragraph 1 is a disaster-a tissue of generalities that seem to 
have come out of a machine. No person could have written them. 
Paragraph 2 isn't much better. But Paragraph 3 begins to have a 
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somewhat human quality, and by Paragraph 4 you begin to sound 
like yourself. You've started to relax. It's amazing how often an 
editor can throwaway the first three or four paragraphs of an ar
ticle, or even the first few pages, and start with the paragraph 
where the writer beginS to sound like himself or herself. Not, only 
are those first paragraphs impersonal and ornate; they don t say 
anything-they are a self -conscious attempt at a fancy prologue. ' 
What I'm always looking for as an editor is a sentence that says 
something like "I'll never forget the day when I ... " I think, 

"Aha! A person!" ' . . 
Writers are obviously at their most natural when they wrIte ill 

the first person. Writing is an intimate transaction between two 
people, conducted on paper, and it will go well to the extent that 
it retains its humanity. Therefore I urge people to write in the 
first person: to use "I" and "me" and "we" and "us." They put up a 

fight. " 
'Who am I to say what I think?" they ask. "Or what I feel?" 
'Who are you not to say what you think?" I tell them. "There's 

only one you. Nobody else thinks or feels in exactly the same 

" way. . " th "It uld 
"But nobody cares about my opinIons, ey say. wo 

make me feel conspicuous." , 
"They'll care if you tell them something interesting," I say, 

"and tell them in words that come naturally." 
Nevertheless, getting writers t~ use "I" is seldom easy. They 

think they must earn the right to reveal their emotions or their 
thoughts. Or that it's egotistical. Or that it's undignifie~-a fear 

, that affiicts the academic world. Hence the professonal use of 
"o~e" ("One finds oneself not wholly in accord with Dr. Maltby's 
view of the human condition"), or of the impersonal "it is" ("It is 
to be hoped that Professor Felt's monograph will find the wider 
audience it most assuredly deserves"). I don't want to meet 
"one" ....:....he's a boring guy. I want a professor with a passion for his 

subject to tell me why it fascinates him. 
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I realize that there are yast regions of writing where "I" isn't 
allowed. Newspapers don't want "I" in their news stories; many 
magazines don't want it in their articles; businesses and institu
tions don't want it in the reports they send so profusely into the 
~eric~ home; colleges don't want "I" in their term papers or 
dIssertations, and English teachers discourage any first-person 
pronoun except the literary "we" ('We see in Melville's symbolic 
use of the white whale ... "). Many of those prohibitions are 
~alid; newspaper articles should consist of news, reported objec
tively. I also sympathize with teachers who don't want to give stu
dents an easy escape into opinion-"I think Hamlet was 
stupid"-before they have grappled with the diSCipline of assess
ing a work on its merits and on external sources. "I" can be a self
indulgence and a cop-out. 

Still, we have become a society fearful of revealing who we 
are. The, institutions that seek our support by sending us their 
brochures sound remark,ably alike, though surely all of them
hospitals, schools, libraries, museums, zoos-were founded and 
are still sustained by men and women with different dreams and 
visions. Where are these people? It's hard to glimpse them among 
all the impersonal passive sentences that say "initiatives were un
dertaken" and "priorities have been identified." 

Even when "I" isn't permitted, it's still possible to convey a 
sense of I-ness. The political columnist James Reston didn't use 
"I" in his columns; yet I had a good idea of what kind of person 
he was, and I could say the same of many other essayists and re
port~rs. Good writers are visible just behind their words. If you 
aren t allowed to use "I," at least think "I" while you write, or 
write the first draft in the first person and then take the ''I''s out. 
It will warm up your impersonal style. ' 

Style is tied to the psyche, and writing has deep psycholOgical 
roots. The reasons why we express ourselves as we do, or fail to 
express ourselves because of "writer's block," are partly buried in 
the subconscious mind. There are as many kinds of writer's block 
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as there are kinds of writers, and I have no intention of trying to 
untangle them. This is a short book, and my name isn't Sigmund 
Freud. 

But I've also noticed a new reason for avoiding "I": Americans 
are unwilling to go out on a limb. A generation ago our leaders 
told us where they stood and what they believed. Today they per
form strenuous verbal feats to escape that fate. Watch them wrig
gle through TV interviews without committing themselves. I 
remember President Ford assuring a group of visiting business
men that his fiscal poliCies would work. He said: 'We see nothing 
but increasingly brighter clouds every month." I took this to 
mean that the "clouds were still fairly dark. Ford's sentence was 
just vague enough to say nothing and still sedate his constituents. 

Later administrations brought no relief. Defense Secretary 
Caspar Weinberger, assessing a Polish crisis in 1984, said: 
"There's continuing ground for serious concern and the situation 
remains serious. The longer it remains serious, the more ground 
there is for serious concern." The first President Bush, ques
tioned about his stand on assault rifles, said: "There are various 
groups that think you can ban certain kinds of guns. I am not in 
that mode. I am in the mode of being deeply concerned." 

But my all-time champ is Elliot Richardson, who held four 
major cabinet positions in the 1970s. It'S hard to know where to 
begin picking from his trove of equivocal statements, but con
sider this one: "And yet, on balance,' affirmative action has, I 
think, been a qualified success." A 13-word sentence with five 
hedging words. I give it first prize as the most wishy-washy sen
tence in modern public discourse, though a rival would be his 
analysiS of how to ease boredom among assembly-line workers: , 
"And so, at last, I come to the one fum conviction that I men
tioned at the beginning: it is that the subject is too new for final 
judgments." 

That's a firm conviction? Leaders who bob and weave like ag-. 
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in~ b~xers don't inspire confidence-or deserve it. The same 
~g IS true of writers. Sell yourself, and your subject will exert 
:ts own ~~pe~. Believe in your own identity and your own 0 in
~ons. Wnting IS an act of ego, and you might as well admit it bse 
ItS energy to keep yourself going. . 
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Soon after you confront the matter of preserving your identity, 
h I ·tin £ ?" another question will occur to you: 'W 0 am wn g or. , 

It's a fundamental question, and it has a fundamental answer: 
You are writing for yourself. Don't try to ~sualize the, great mass 
audience. There is no such audience-every reader is 'a different 
person. Don't try to guess what sort of thing editors want to ~ub
lish or what you think the country is in a mood to read. Editors 
and readers don't know what they want to read until they read it. 

Besides, they're always looking for some~~ n~w. .". . 
. Don't worry about whether the reader will get It if you m-

dulge a sudden impulse for humor. If it amuses you in the act of 
writing, put it in. (It can always be taken out, but only yo~ can put 
it in.) You are writing primarily to please yourself, and if you go 
about it with enjoYment you will also entertain the readers who 
are worth writing for. If you lose the dullards back in the dust, 

you don't want them anyway. 
This may seem to be a paradox. Earlier I warned that the 

reader is an impatient bird, perched on the thin edge of distrac-
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tion or sleep. Now I'm saying you must write for yourself and not 
be gnawed by worry over whether the reader is tagging along. 

I'm talking about two different issues. One is craft, the other 
is attitude. The first is a question of mastering a precise skill. The 
second is a question of how you use that skill to express your per
sonality. 

In terms of craft, there's no excuse for lOSing readers through 
sloppy workmanship. If they doze off in the middle of your arti
cle because you have been careless about a technical detail, the 
fault is yours. But on the larger issue of whether the reader likes 
you, or likes what you are saying or how you are saying it, or 
agrees with it, or feels an affinity for your sense of humor or your 
vision of life, don't give him a moment's worry. You are who you 
are, he is who he is, and either you'll get along or you won't. 

Perhaps this still seems like a paradox. How can you think 
carefully about not lOSing the reader and still be carefree about 
his opinion? I assure you that they are separate processes. . 

First, work hard to master the tools. Simplify, prune and strive 
for order. Think of this as a mechanical act, and soon your sen
tences will become cleaner. The act will never become as me
chanical as, say, shaving or shampOOing; you will always have to 
think about the various ways in which the tools can be used. 'But 
at least your sentences will be grounded in solid principles, and 
your chances of losing the reader will be smaller. 

Think of the other as a creative act: the expressing of who you 
are. Relax and say what you want to say. And since style is who 
you are, you only need to be true to yourself to find it gradually 
emerging from under the accumulated clutter and debris, grow
ing more distinctive every day. Perhaps the style won't solidify for 
years as your style, your voice. Just as it takes time to find yourself 
as a person, it takes time to find yourself as a stylist, and even 
then your style will change as you grow older. 

But whatever your age, be yourself when you write. Many old 
men still write with the zest they had in their twenties or thirties; 
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obviously their ideas are still young. Other old writers ramble and 
repeat themselves; their style is the tip-off that they have turned 
into garrulous bores. Many college students write as if they were 
desiccated alumni 30 years out. Never say anyt;hing in writing that 
you wouldn't comfortably say in conversation. If you're not a per
son who says "indeed" or "moreover," or who calls someone an in
dividual ("he's a fine individual"), please don't write it. . 

Let's look at a few writers to see the pleasure with which they 
put on paper their passions and their crotchets,. not caring 
whether the reader shares them or not. The first excerpt is from 
"The Hen (An Appreciation)," written by E. B. White in 1944, at 

the height of World War II: . 

Chickens do not alwaYs enjoy an honorable position among 
city-bred people, although the egg, I notice, goes on and on. 
Right now the hen is in favor. The war has deified her and she 
is the darling of the home front, feted at conference tables, 
praised in every smoking car, her girlish ways and curious 
habits the topic of many an excited husbandryman to whom 
yesterday she was a stranger without honor or allure. 

My own attachment to the hen dates from 1907, and I have 
been faithful to her in good times and bad. Ours has not always 
been an easy relationship to maintain. At first, as a boy in a 
carefully zoned suburb, I had neighbors and police to reckon 
with; my chickens had to be as closely guarded as an under
ground newspaper. Later, as a man in the country, I had myoId 
friends in town to reckon with, most of whom regarded the 
hen as a comic prop straight out of vaudeville .... Their scorn 
only increased my devotion to the hen. I remained loyal, as a 
man would to a bride whom his family received with open 
ridicule. Now it is my turn to wear the smile, as I listen to the 
enthusiastic cackling of urbanites, who have suddenly taken up 
the hen socially and who £ll the air with their newfound ecstasy 
and knowledge and the relative charms of the New Hampshire 
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Red andthe Laced Wyandotte. You would think, from their 
nervous cries of wonder and praise, that the hen was hatched 
yesterday in the suburbs bf New York, instead of in the remote 

- past in the jungles of India. 
To a man .wh~ keeps hens, all poultry lore is exciting and 

~ndlessly fascmating. Every spring I settle down with my farm 
Journal and read, with the same glazed expression on my face, 
the age-old story of how to prepare a brooder house .... 
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Th~re's a man writing about a subject I have absolutely no in
terest m. :-et I enjoy this piece thoroughly. I like the Simple 
beau~ of ItS style. I like the rhythms, the unexpected but re
f:-eshing words ("deified," "allure," "cackling"), the specific details 
like the Laced Wyandotte and the brooder house. But main! 
what I like is that this is a man telling me unabashedly about ~ 
love affair with poultry that goes back to 1907. It's written with 
humanity and warmth, and after three paragraphs I know quite a 
lot about what sort of man this hen-lover is. 

- Or take a .writer who is almost White's opposite in terms of 
style, who relishes the opulent word for its opulence and doesn't 
de~ the simple sentence. Yet they are brothers in holding firm 
op~ons and saying what they think. This is H. L. Mencken re
porting on the· notorious. "Monkey Trial"-the trial of John 
Scopes, a young teacher who taught the theory of evolution in his 
Tennessee classroom-in the summer of 1925: 

It was hot weather when they tried the infidel Scopes at 
Dayton, Tenn., but I went down there very willingly, for I was 
eager to see something of evangelical Christianity as a going 
concern. In the big cities of the Republic, despite the endless 
efforts of consecrated men, it is laid up with a wasting disease. 
The very Sunday-school superintendents, taking jazz from the 
~te~thy radio, shake their fire-proof legs; their pupils, mov
mg mto adolescence, no longer respond to the proliferating 
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hormones by enlisting for missionary service in Africa, but re- . 
sort to necking instead. Even in Dayton, I found, though the 
mob was up to do execution on Scopes, there was a strong 
smell of antinomianism. The nine churches of the village were 
all half empty on Sunday, and weeds choked their yards. Only 
two or three of the resident pastors managed to sustain them
selves by their ghostly scieIice; the rest had to take orders for 
mail-order pantaloons or work in the adjacent strawberry 
fields; one, I heard, was a barber .... Exactly twelve minutes 
after I reached the village I was taken in tow by a Christian 
man and introduced to the favorite tipple of the Cumberland 

. Range; half com liquor and half Coca-Cola. It seem~d a .drea~
ful dose to me, but I found that the Dayton illununati got It 
down with gusto, rubbing their tummies and rolling their eyes. 
They were illl hot for Genesis, but their faces were too fl?ri~ to 
belong to teetotalers, and when a pretty girl came trIppmg 
down the main street, they reached for the places where their 
neckties should have been with all the amorous enterprise of 
movie stars .... 

This is pure Mencken in its surging momentum and ~ts irr~V
erence. At almost any page where you open his books he IS saymg 
something sure to outrage the professed pieties ~f his countIJ:'
men. The sanctity in which Americans bathed theIr heroes, theIr 
churches and their edifying laws-especially Prohibition-was a 
well of hypocrisy for him that never dried up. So~e of his ~eavi
est ammunition he hurled at politicians and PresIdents-his por
trait of "The Archangel Woodrow;' still scorches the pages-~d 
as for Christian believers and clerical folk, they tum up unfail-
ingly as mountebanks and boobs. . 

It may seem a miracle that Mencken could get away ~th suc~ 
heresies in the 1920s, when hero worship was an American reli
gion and the self-righteous wrath of the Bible Belt oozed from 
coast to coast. Not only did he get away with it; he was the most 
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revered and influential' journalist of his generation. The impact 
he made on subsequent writers of nonfiction is beyond measur
ing, and even now his topical pieces seem as fresh as if they were 
written yesterday. . 

The secret of his popularity-aside from his pyrotechnical use 
of the American language-was that he was writing for himself 
and didn't give a damn what the reader Inight think. It wasn't 
necessary to share his prejudices to enjoy seeing them expressed 
with such mirthful abandon. Mencken was never timid or eva
sive; .he didn't kowtow to the reader or curry anyone's favor. It 
takes courage to be such a writer, but it is out of such courage 
that revered and influential journalists are born. 

Moving forward to our own time, here's an excerpt from How 
to Survive in Your Native Land, a book by James Herndon de
scribing his experiences as a teacher in a California junior high 
school. Of all the earnest books on education that have sprouted 
in America, Herndon's is-for me-the one that best captures 
how it really is in the classroom. His style is not quite like any
body else's, but his voice is true. Here's how the book starts: 

I might as well begin with Piston. Piston was, as a matter of 
description, a red-headed medium-sized chubby eighth
grader; his definitive characteristic was, however, stubborn
ness. Without going into a lot of detail, it became clear right 
away that what Piston didn't want to do, Piston didn't do; what 
Piston wanted to do, Piston did. 

It really wasn't much of a problem. Piston wanted mainly to 
. paint, draw monsters, scratch designs on mimeograph blanks 
and print them up, write an occasional horror story-some 
kids referred to him as The Ghoul-and when he didn't want 
to do any of those, he wanted to roam tlle halls and on occasion 
(we heard) investigate thegirls' bathrooms. 

We had minor confrontations. Once I wanted everyone to 
sit down and listen to what I had to say-something about the 
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way they had been acting in the halls. I was letting them come 
and go freely and it was up to them (I planned to point out) 
not to raise hell so that I had to hear about it from other teach
ers. Sitting down was the issue-I was determined everyone 
was going to do it first, then I'd talk. Piston remained standing. 
I reordered. He paid no attention. I pointed out that I was 
talking to him. He indicated he heard me. I inquired then why 
in hell didn't he sit down. He said he didn't want to. I, said I 
did want him to. He said that didn't matter to him. I said do it 
anyway. He said why? I said because I said so. He said he 
wouldn't. I said Look I want you to sit down and listen to what 
I'm going to say. He said he was listening. I'll listen but I won't 
sit down. 

Well, that's the way it goes sometimes in schools. You as 
teacher become obsessed with an issue-I was the injured 
party, conferring, as usual, unheard-of freedoms, and here they 
were as usual taking advantage. It ain't pleasant coming in the 
teachers' room for coffee and having to hear somebody say that 
so-and-so and so-and-so from your class were out in the halls 
without a pass and makingfaces and giving the finger to kids in 
my class during the most important part of my lesson about 
Egypt-and you ought to be allowed your tendentious speech, 
and most everyone will allow it, sit down for it, but occasionally' 
someone wises you up by refUSing to submit where it isn't nec
essary .... How did any of us get into this? we ought to be ask
ing ourselves. 

Any writer who uses "ain't" and "tendentious" in the same 
sentence, who quotes without using quotation marks, knows what 
he's doing. This seemingly artless style, so full of art, is ideal for 
Herndon's purpose. It avoids· the pretentiousness that infects so 
much writing by people doing worthy work, and it allows for a 
rich vein of humor and common sense. Herndon sounds like a 
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good teac~er ru:~ a man whose company I would enjoy. But ulti
ma:ely he IS wrIting for himself: an audience of one. 

~o am I writing for?" The question that begins this chapter 
has ~ked some,readers. They want me to say 'Whom am I writin 
for? But I can t bring myself to say it. It's just not me. g 


